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Next scheduled Policy Board meeting is on 04/21/2020. Please call 701 355-1848 with
questions.
Any individual requiring special accommodations to allow access or participation at the meeting
is asked to notify ADA Coordinator, Bismarck-Mandan MPO, PO Box 5503, Bismarck, ND
58506-5503 or complete and submit the Request for Reasonable Accommodations form at
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% Complete
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100
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99
Intersection Analysis Study
45

Contracted Completion Date
3/31/2018
12/31/2018
6/30/2019
1/31/2019
4/30/2019
11/30/2019
2/29/2020
12/31/2020

PROJECT WEBSITES
Project
Metropolitan Transportation Plan
Intersection Analysis Study

Website
https://www.arrive2045.com/
https://www.BisManIAS.com

BISMARCK-MANDAN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
POLICY BOARD MEETING
FEBRUARY 18, 2020
The Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Policy Board
met on February 18, 2020, at 1:30 p.m. in the Tom Baker Meeting Room, City/County
Office Building, 221 N. 5th Street, Bismarck, ND. Chairman Gerarld Wise presided.
All members were present with Gerarld Wise, Steve Bakken, Andy Zachmeier,
Tim Helbling, and Kathleen Jones in attendance.
Others present were Steve Saunders, Rachel Drewlow, and Kim Riepl, all with
the Bismarck-Mandan MPO. Mike Bittner, of KLJ, participated by phone.
CALL TO ORDER
Chair Wise called the February 2020 meeting of the Bismarck-Mandan
Metropolitan Planning Organization Policy Board to order.
MINUTES
Chair Wise called for consideration of the minutes of the January 21, 2020
meeting.
MOTION: Ms. Jones made a motion to approve the January 21, 2020 minutes. Mr.
Bakken seconded the motion and with all present voting in favor, the minutes
of the January 21, 2020 meeting were approved.
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION CHANGES
Ms. Drewlow noted Exhibit A in the packet was an updated map showing the
proposed changes to the functional classification system along with a list describing the
changes. The last update to the urban functionally classified system was in 2016. MPO
staff has been working with the jurisdictions to make changes to the system which they
felt were necessary. The changes proposed for the 2020 update fall into three categories:
 Close gaps in the existing network
 Extended the network for roadways that did not exist in 2016
 Demote classification of arterial roadways that are not major regional
connectors (this was done at the request of Bismarck Engineering)
Referring to the table, she indicated there were approximately 20 changes being
made to roadways in Bismarck, Burleigh County, and Mandan. Morton County (and
Lincoln) chose not to make changes with this update. TAC recommended approval of
the proposed changes. If approved by the Policy Board, a large version of the updated
functionally classified map will be sent to NDDOT for their review and concurrence.
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Mr. Bakken asked Ms. Drewlow to provide the rationale for the downgrading of
some of the Bismarck roadways. She explained her understanding of the City of
Bismarck Engineering Department’s rationale that there are two levels of classification
within the arterial class, as viewed by the federal government. The principal arterial is
designed to be the highest classification at the regional level, just below the interstate.
Engineering staff seems to feel that it is perhaps more congruent with the function of the
roadway network in the region to make only certain roads principal arterials. Those
roads have the highest transportation need, providing transportation between cities. The
next level, a minor arterial, is a roadway used more for travel within the city.
Mr. Bakken suggested the classification may impact funding priorities and Ms.
Drewlow replied that a roadway must be functionally classified to receive federal funding
(for projects on that roadway). However, the difference between a principal and minor
arterial should not have an impact on the funding priority since they are both arterial
classifications if they (the project) have been selected by the Policy Board and NDDOT.
MOTION: Ms. Jones made a motion to approve the proposed changes to the urban
functionally classified map. Mr. Bakken seconded the motion and with Andy
Zachmeier, Tim Helbling, Steve Bakken, Kathleen Jones, and Gerarld Wise
voting in favor, the motion was approved.
TAC MEMBER ADDITIONS/AMENDED BY-LAWS
Mr. Saunders stated he had been approached on several occasions by TAC
members about adding members to the TAC to achieve a better balance, both in terms of
overall jurisdictional representation as well as to the ratio of planners to engineers. The
current ratio is 6 engineers and 2 planners on the TAC. The last change to the TAC
membership composition took place many years ago when a Morton County Planner was
added to help equalize representation between jurisdictions on both sides of the river.
Mr. Saunders observed the recent regular attendance of several individuals whom
he felt, if added to the membership, would complement the current composition well.
The three positions proposed to be added are North Dakota Department of Transportation
Bismarck District Official (currently Tyler Wollmuth), Mandan City Planner (held now
by John Van Dyke) and Burleigh County Building Official/Director (currently Mitch
Flanagan).
The addition of the three positions being proposed would change the
engineer/planner ratio to 7 engineers and 4 planners, with a total voting membership
increasing from 11 to 14. The TAC, by unanimous vote, did recommend approval of
adding the three to the membership.
Changing the TAC membership requires that the MPO By-Laws be amended.
Mr. Saunders indicated the highlighted portions of Exhibit B addressing the changes
initially proposed to reflect the change to TAC membership. Mr. Saunders explained
TAC also voted to approve changing the existing position description on page 5 from
“North Dakota Department of Transportation Official” to “North Dakota Department of
Transportation MPO Coordinator” and to change any language referring to the “Long
Range Transportation Plan” or “LRTP” to “Metropolitan Transportation Plan” or “MTP”.
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MOTION: Ms. Jones made a motion to approve the addition of the three members to the
TAC and the amendments to the MPO By-Laws as presented. Mr. Helbling
seconded the motion and with Andy Zachmeier, Steve Bakken, Tim
Helbling, Kathleen Jones, and Gerarld Wise voting in favor, the motion was
approved.
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN (MTP)
Ms. Drewlow reported the study was nearing completion and was in about the
final six weeks of the study process. The final stage, which will begin within the next
two weeks, is the approvals process. Presentations of the draft final Metropolitan
Transportation Plan will be provided to the commissions and councils of the jurisdictions.
The final step will be the presentation to the TAC and Policy Board at their March
meetings for their approvals. It is anticipated the final document will be available by the
end of March.
2020-2023 TIP ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATION
Ms. Drewlow stated MPO staff has received notice from FTA (Federal Transit
Administration) that the annual 5307 grant is available to the City of Bismarck and BisMan Transit. The 5307 grant assists with Transit’s yearly operations costs. The MPO
completes and submits the application on behalf of the City of Bismarck and Bis-Man
Transit.
Staff also learned that the funding available for fiscal year 2020 does not include
STIC funds. STIC (Small Transit Intensive Cities) funds are based on six different areas
and Transit typically qualifies in one or two of these areas. Because Bis-Man Transit is
typically near the thresholds for each of these areas, it varies from year to year whether
they will meet the threshold for one, two, or none of the areas.
She explained that in order to apply for the 5307 funding, the 2020-2023 TIP
(Transportation Improvement Program) requires modification to reflect the reduced
amount for 2020. Since the reduction is less than 10% of the total cost of the subject TIP
year, it does not require a formal amendment, nor does it require a public comment
period. There is no formal Policy Board approval required and the information is
provided only as a notice.
INTERSECTION ANALYSIS STUDY
Mr. Bittner reported most of the activity in the past month involved preparation
for the first round of public engagement meetings. Two meetings were held on January
28, one in the afternoon in Bismarck and one in the evening in Mandan. Much of the
activity focused on trying to get the word out for the meetings. A project newsletter was
produced and distributed, and the meetings were promoted through newspaper ads,
Dakota Media Access, social media, and other means. There was a lot of interest
generated through the process and a great amount of feedback through the interactive
map on the website. There were 5,100 total website visits with over 600 comments
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received.
Current tasks involve summarizing and aggregating all the public feedback and
preparing to share it with the steering committee. Additionally, a range of potential
alternatives will be developed cooperatively with the two participating cities (Bismarck
and Mandan) for the 75 intersections and links in the two cities. Further, strategies for
moving forward will be analyzed.
ORTHOPHOTOGRAPHY/TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING PROJECT
Mr. Saunders disclosed he had provided the potential funding partner for the
project a deadline by which to commit to participate in a cost share. The deadline was
the beginning of the previous week (approximately February 10) and because there was
no commitment provided, Mr. Saunders decided to move forward with the contract.
The contract has been reviewed and revised by MPO staff and legal counsel and
has been sent to oversight for their review. NDDOT, Federal Highway, and FTA have
approximately two weeks to review and comment, after which any appropriate changes,
if any, will be made and the contract signed. An April flyover is still anticipated.
BMMPO 2019 YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATE
Mr. Saunders recalled discussions in early 2019 regarding the financial state of
the MPO. He mentioned some of the austerity measures taken by the MPO such as
eliminating out of state travel for staff and leaving the part-time MPO planner position
unfilled. He reported the MPO is beginning the year with a surplus balance of $112,533
(in available CPG funds). He noted that to be a good thing, proving the measures taken
had worked, and positioning the MPO well going into 2020.
TECH MINUTE
Chair Wise indicated the Tech Minute was available in the packet. Board
members declined discussion on the Tech Minute.
OTHER BUSINESS
Bicycle Friendly Community Application
Ms. Drewlow announced that the cities of Bismarck, Lincoln, and Mandan,
through their city commissions or council, had approved the MPO’s submission of the
American League of Bicyclists Bicycle Friendly Community application on behalf of the
three cities. The renewal application was submitted on February 3 and it is expected
results will be provided by the League in late April or early May. The current Bicycle
Friendly Community status is at a Bronze level. It is hoped the Bronze status will be
maintained or be improved to a Silver status through this application effort.
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ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, Chair Wise called for a motion to adjourn.
MOTION: Ms. Jones made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Bakken seconded
the motion and with all members voting in favor, Chair Wise declared the
meeting adjourned at 1:52 p.m.
The next scheduled meeting will take place at the City/County Office Building,
221 N 5th Street, Bismarck, on March 16, 2020 at 1:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
___________________
Kim Riepl
Recording Secretary
APPROVED:
___________________________
MPO Policy Board Chair
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EXHIBIT A

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
FOR
ENGINEERING TRANSPORTATION PLANNING SERVICES
The Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is requesting proposals from qualified consultants for
the following project:
2020 Pavement Conditions and Analysis Report
Qualifications based selection criteria will be used to analyze technical proposals and interviews from responding
consultants. The MPO reserves the right to reject any or all proposals. This project has a not to exceed budget of
$82,000.
Interested firms should contact, Rachel Drewlow Transportation Planner, at the Bismarck-Mandan MPO, 221 N 5th Street
P.O. Box 5503, Bismarck ND 58506. Contact can also be made via phone 701.355.1852 or by email:
rdrewlow@bismarcknd.gov
All proposals received by 5:00 PM (CST) on April 9, 2020 will be given consideration for an interview. The
Bismarck-Mandan MPO reserves the right to limit the interviews to a maximum of five (5) firms whose proposals most
clearly meet the RFP requirements. Firms will be notified in writing or by phone of shortlist results. Successful candidates
will receive date, time and location information for the interviews.
It is the responsibility of the consultant to ensure all required elements of the proposal are submitted. Proposals missing
required elements will be rejected and consultants will be denied interviews.
Minority, women-owned, and disadvantaged business enterprises are encouraged to participate. Respondents must submit
six (6) physical copies of the proposal and one (1) electronic copy of the proposal. The full length of the proposal shall be
no more than eight (8) pages, but preferably printed as double sided. Appendix material may be supplied in addition to the
eight (8) pages of the body. Submittals must be received no later than 5:00 PM (CST) April 9 and may be shipped or hand
delivered to:
Rachel Drewlow
Bismarck-Mandan MPO
221 N 5th Street
P.O. Box 5503
Bismarck, ND 58506-5503
Once submitted, the proposals become the property of the MPO. Proprietary information must be clearly noted in the
proposal, or it will be subject to open records laws.
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I. PURPOSE OF THE REQUEST
The purpose of this Request for Proposals (RFP) is to provide interested firms with information about professional services
desired by the Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the following project:
2020 Pavement Conditions and Analysis Report
The MPO is requesting services to evaluate pavement condition on all functionally classified collector and arterial
roadways within the Bismarck-Mandan MPO. This is approximately 210-225 centerline miles. Consultants will provide
data collection, assess pavement in both PCI and IRI formats, update the jurisdictions’ data programs as necessary, and
provide additional analysis as requested. Data will be used by the MPO to monitor their federal performance target for
pavement condition and help select preventive maintenance and/or reconstruction projects for the region. To elaborate
upon the selection process, data will inform the next Metropolitan Transportation Plan update and constrained list of
projects and be used, as needed, during project prioritization of the annual TIP solicitation. Also, data will help the
jurisdictions to execute the rehabilitation/reconstruction of functionally classified roadways. This study will be in
cooperation with the cities of Bismarck, Mandan, and Lincoln, the counties of Burleigh and Morton, the North Dakota
Department of Transportation (NDDOT), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA).
II. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
A. Any questions or comments should be submitted to:
Rachel Drewlow, Transportation Planner
701.355.1852
rdrewlow@bismarcknd.gov
B. Proposals shall be mailed to:
Bismarck-Mandan MPO
City/County Office Building
221 N 5th Street
P.O. Box 5503
Bismarck, ND 58506-5503
C. All Proposals must be clearly identified and marked as follows:
Proposal for:
2020 Pavement Conditions and Analysis Report
Bismarck-Mandan MPO
Firm’s Name
D. The MPO will consider proposals received up to 5:00 PM Central Time April 9, 2020. Six (6) copies of the
written proposal and one (1) electronic copy must be received by the deadline. Electronic copies may be sent
via flash drive or emailed to rdrewlow@bismarcknd.gov. Proposals received after the deadline will not be
considered for an interview. The MPO reserves the right to reject any or all proposals.
E. Selection Committee:
The Selection Committee will consist of a six(6) person panel; five (5) voters and one (1) moderator.
Committee members represent the following entities: MPO, City of Bismarck, City of Mandan, Burleigh
County, and Morton County. The MPO project manager will moderate the interviews and provide a tiebreaking vote if neither top ranked consultant has a ND-DBE on their team.
F. Invitation for Interview:
Based on the strength of the written proposals, three (3) to five (5) consultants will be selected for interviews.
Consultants who are awarded an interview will be notified by phone. Consultants not selected for an
interview will be notified in writing or by phone.
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G. Interviews:
The MPO will conduct web-based interviews on May 6-8, 2020. Each consultant is responsible for
providing a meeting platform and invitation link. Consultants will be evaluated on both the written proposal
and interviews. Consultants will be given forty-five (45) minutes to present their proposals and entertain
questions. The consultants will be responsible for managing their interview and allowing time for questions.
There will be fifteen (15) minute breaks between interviews.
For more information on selection criteria see Section V: Evaluation Criteria and Interview Process.
H. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise:
In the event of a tie for top consultant, positive consideration will be given to proposals which employ a
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) company. The DBE company must be certified with the North
Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT). The DBE may be the Prime or Sub-Consulting company
and should be identified in the proposal. (Should there be a tie and neither consultant has an ND-DBE, the
moderator’s score will be used to select the top ranked consultant.)
I. Selection and Approvals:
Consultants will be notified of the selection results by phone and formal letter. Approval of the top ranked
consultant will be requested of the MPO’s Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and Policy Board.
J. Contract Negotiations:
Contract negotiations will begin immediately after Policy Board approval. First, the MPO requires
consultants to develop the study’s contract. Secondly, the draft contract is reviewed by MPO Staff, local and
federal partners, and legal counsel(s). Contract review can take 4-5 weeks and may require iterative
revisions. After negotiations, the MPO intends to execute the contract upon staff authority.
Final negotiations will also require submission of:
1) Prime Consultant scope of work and fee schedule not exceeding $82,000
2) Prime Consultant Certificate of Liability Insurance
3) Scope of work and fee schedule for ALL Sub-consultants
4) Prime Consultant Indirect Cost Form (blank form will be provided by MPO)
5) SFN 60233: Prime Consultant Request to Sublet Form (blank form will be provided by MPO)
III. CONTENT OF PROPOSALS
Length:
The proposal shall be no more than eight (8) pages, numbered, and preferably double sided. (The reverse page side would
be page 2.) The cover page, table of contents, and appendix material will not count toward the eight (8) page limit.
Proposal:
The consultant’s written proposal shall address the following major sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Description of firm
Organizational chart showing project team and general activities
Table of key individuals’ time-available for project/study
Understanding of project and proposed work approach
Brief examples of past, pertinent work projects

Appendix:
The proposal appendix must include the following items unless noted as ‘optional’. The following items will not count
toward the eight (8) page limit and may take as many pages as needed.
•

Proposed Project Schedule: Proposed schedules may begin as soon as July 1, 2020 and should detail all activities
necessary to complete the study. Activities may include but are not limited to:
 Reconnaissance activities
 Pavement Condition Collection
 Steering Committee Meetings
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•
•

•

 Documents/Tech Memos for Study Milestones
 Monthly Updates (via telephone or in person) to MPO TAC and Policy Boards
 Draft Report Development and review by MPO and Steering Committee (requires 2-3 weeks)
 Draft Report Review by NDDOT, FHWA, and FTA (requires up to 1 month)
 Technical Staff presentations or Final Presentation to the commissions of each partner jurisdiction
 Final Presentation to the MPO TAC and MPO Policy Board
Quality Control/Quality Assurance (QC/QA) program: Detail the program that will be used on the project. This
(QC/QA) program must identify the team members, their responsibilities, and stages of development at which each
is to be responsible.
Required Qualification Based Selection (QBS) Documents:
 Signed Proposed Sub-Consultant Request Form (Appendix A)
 Signed Consultant Self Certification of Government-Wide Debarment and Suspension (Nonprocurement)
Form (Appendix B)
Resumes or list of Personnel: Detail who will be assigned to work on the project (including titles, education,
and/or work experience).

Open Records Disclosure:
After the selection process, the contents of all proposals will be subject to Open Records Regulations and may be open to
inspection by interested parties. Any information that the proposing firm(s) believe to be a trade secret or proprietary
information must be clearly identified in the proposal. Any information identified as such may be exempt from disclosure.
IV: CONTRACT CLAUSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Federal and State Contract Clauses:
Consultants should be prepared to abide by the necessary State and Federal clauses. These should be included verbatim and
unaltered in a potential contract. The clauses can be reviewed in Appendix C: Federal, State and Local Clauses.
MPO Contract Clauses:
Consultants should include the following italicized sections unaltered in a potential contract.
The MPO reserves the right to hold ten percent (10%) of the total contracted invoiced amounts until the MPO has received
all of the following to its satisfaction:
•
•
•

Contracted deliverables as described in the RFP and final contract;
Completed tasks as described in the RFP and final contract; and
Satisfactory final product project and/or study

If the MPO determines that the progress of the study is not acceptable as measured through the consultant supplied project
schedule, which will be an attachment to the signed and approved contract, the MPO reserves the right to terminate the
contract with the consultant with a 45-day written notice.
The MPO desires continuity of consultant staff throughout the project from the firm chosen. If the consultant replaces key
staff and the MPO is dissatisfied with replacement staff, the firm chosen will have 30 days from written notice from the
MPO to supply replacement key staff acceptable to the MPO. If the firm chosen fails to supply acceptable replacement
staff within the 30-day period, the MPO may cancel the contract.
Ownership of Work Product: All work products and copyrights of the contract, which result from the contract, are the
exclusive property of NDDOT, with an unlimited license for use by the federal government and its assignees without
charge.
General Information:
The Bismarck-Mandan MPO reserves the right to enter into a supplementary agreement to have the selected firm perform
any additional work not currently assigned. Additional work will need prior approval from the MPO and NDDOT.
Jurisdictions may elect to evaluate local roadways. Data collection may occur concurrently with the MPO effort, but the
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local road effort should be contracted with the jurisdiction directly.
If the contract is terminated prior to completion of the final report, all work completed, shall become the property of the
NDDOT, as per the ‘Ownership of Work Product’ Clause. The final report will be submitted using the following formats
and standards, if applicable:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MS Word/ MS Excel
Adobe Acrobat (Standard or Compatible)
NDDOT Data Collection Codes and Procedures
NDDOT and/or City, as applicable, Drafting Standards
NDDOT Design Manual
Chapter 19 NDDOT Survey and Photogrammetry Manual

GIS Data Requirements:
Acceptable data formats include ESRI shapefile and file geodatabase. The following is the required projection.
Coordinate System
Horizontal Datum
Vertical Datum
Zone
Units

• State Plane
• NAD 1983 (2011 adjusted)
• NGVD88
• ND South (3302)
• International Feet

Metadata must be FGDC compliant and delivered in .txt format. It is recommended to utilize ArcCatalog to generate the
.txt file. The following are required parameters:
•

•
•

•

Identification – General
1. Keywords
2. Abstract
3. Purpose
4. Supplemental information
5. Native dataset format
Identification – Status
1. Progress
2. Update Frequency
Identification – Time Period
1. Current-ness reference
2. Range of dates: beginning date/end
date
Identification – Citation
1. Citation title
2. Originator
3. Publication date

•

•

•

Metadata Reference
1. Metadata date
2. Contact – who completed the
document
3. Organization
4. Address
5. City, State, Zipcode
6. Telephone
7. E-Mail
Data Quality
1. Attribute accuracy
2. Positional accuracy – horizontal/
vertical
3. Source information
4. Process step
Entity Attribute
1. Entity Type
2. Attribute

V. EVALUATION CRITERIA AND INTERVIEW PROCESS
The selection process will be completed in accordance with Bismarck-Mandan MPO policies. Written proposals shall
address the firm’s ability to perform the necessary services in the allotted time with qualified personnel. Selection will be
based on the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Recent, current, and projected workloads of the person and/or firm(s)
Ability of professional personnel (staff experience and technical capabilities)
Related experience on similar projects
Willingness to meet time and budget requirements
Project understanding, issues and approach
Past Performance
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Consultant selection will be based on written proposals along with web-based interviews. All firms not selected will be
notified by phone and in writing.
In the event of equally ranked consultants, additional positive consideration will be given to proposals which employ a
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) company. See Section II: General Instructions for more information.
A final scope of work and price will be negotiated with the successful firm. An agreement will be executed with a single
firm. If unable to arrive at an agreement with the top ranked firm, the MPO retains the right to move on to negotiations
with the second (then third, etc.) ranked firm. Minor portions of work will be permitted by sub-consultant(s) contracted
through the prime consultant.
Schedule for Contract Development and Final Study Deadline:
RFP Submittal Deadline
April 9, 2020
Notification for Interviews
April 22-24, 2020
Interviews and Notification of Ranking
May 6-8, 2020
Approval and Notice to Proceed
May 19, 2020
Formal Notification of Firms
May 20-22, 2020
Negotiation of Work Fee and Scope of Work
May – June 2020
Final Project Report & Presentations
No later than December 31, 2020
VI. REGIONAL CONTEXT AND EXISTING CONDITIONS
Local Conditions:
The Bismarck-Mandan MPO consists of the cities of Mandan, Bismarck, and Lincoln, and the metropolitan portions of
Burleigh and Morton County. The climate for the Bismarck-Mandan MPO area is quite varied, consisting of summers
where temperatures can reach over 100° F and winters where they can fall to -30° F or lower. The average temperature in
January is 14° F and in July it is 72° F. The average annual precipitation is variable with an average of 17.8 inches. An
average of 50 inches of snow falls per year typically between October and April. In an average year the frost depth averages
about 4.5 feet and the ground remains frozen from approximately December 1 through May 1. The streets are typically
cleaned of residual deicing solutions, sand and/or salt in mid-May.
Past Pavement Collections:
The last MPO collection of pavement condition occurred in 2012 and evaluated roadways in Bismarck and Mandan. Since
that time, the city of Bismarck directed a collection in 2016. The City of Bismarck currently utilizes MicroPAVER® 7
software for their pavement management system. The City of Mandan has had MicroPAVER® in the past and may be
interested in purchasing a renewal. Burleigh County, Morton County, and the City of Lincoln currently do not use a
computerized pavement management system and do not plan to purchase MicroPAVER® software.
VII. OBJECTIVE
This project will include data collection for the MPO’s entire urban functionally classified network. The network consists
of approximately 210-225 miles of collector and arterial roadway. The road network should include both directions of
travel on all roadways. Approximately one-third of area of each direction of roadway shall be collected at a time. The data
shall be collected in accordance with ASTM D6433-09 and be compatible with MicroPAVER® software. The data shall be
compatible with the existing jurisdictional GIS systems. Additional analysis will be requested to identify jurisdictionalspecific repair programs, which will include timing of repair and cost.
VIII: STUDY AREA
The study area includes all arterial and collector roadways on the MPO’s urban functionally classified system. See Figure 1
for map.
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NOTE: Local roads may be added as part of a three-way contract with the City of Bismarck. Collection of local road
conditions is not eligible for the MPO’s federal funding, so the City has allocated a not to exceed budget of $45,000 for
this portion of the project. The City anticipates surveying approximately 130 centerline miles of local roadway, or less
depending on cost per mile. The City is expected to cost share on the project’s mobilization fee at a rate matching the
percentage of local roads in the total project. Any fee or expense resulting from the local road collection should be directly
invoiced to the City of Bismarck.
IX. SCOPE OF WORK
The firm selected shall provide professional services for pavement evaluation which may include, but not be limited to:
1.

Project initiation, including:
a. Development of a steering committee (with assistance from MPO staff). Steering committee should
include jurisdictional staff, MPO staff, and possible state and federal oversight.
b. Kick off meeting with the steering committee.
c. Coordination with existing geospatial and pavement management systems.
2. Project management
a. Activities required to manage the project including staff, equipment, and documentation.
b. Lead Steering Committee meetings at appropriate times throughout the project.
c. Preparation of progress reports, documenting travel and expense receipts, and preparing and
submitting invoices in a timely manner.
d. Monthly progress reports to the MPO, the Technical Advisory Committee, and to the Policy Board.
3. Geo-referenced digital pavement data collection, including high resolution downward facing line-scan images
and high resolution forward and side facing images at 25 foot intervals.
4. Pavement evaluation including International Roughness Index (IRI) and Pavement Condition Index (PCI).
5. Pavement management software database creation and/or updates, as required, and image viewer software
installation and database creation.
6. Linkage of pavement evaluation data and digital images to existing Bismarck, Burleigh County, and Morton
County respective GIS systems.
7. Database import into MicroPAVER® pavement management software, possible update of software license
(paid at jurisdictional expense), and possible staff training in MicroPAVER®.
8. Analysis of pavement condition scores and development of condition reports. Depending on the need of the
jurisdiction, analysis and reports may include:
a. Condition report noting pavement scores as a PDF, GIS-shapefile, or similar format. Consultant
should provide an ordered list of roadways to improve over the next 5-10 years. List should be
based on pavement score and an assumed, generic cost estimate.
b. Conditions report noting pavement scores AND additional analysis on longevity of the
roadways. Consultant should prioritize roadway improvements for next 5-10 years. This would note
which roadway/sections to improve, the year of improvement, and the type of improvement (mill and
overlay vs. reconstruction). This would use jurisdiction-specific costs estimates and be constrained
by a jurisdiction-specified budget and/or condition target.
9. Provide final presentations. Depending on the need of the jurisdiction, final presentation may include:
a. Staff-level technical update robust enough for the city/county staff to address their boards about the
report. This is to be given in person or by web-based video conference.
b. Commission presentation where the consultant presents by phone or in-person. Possible action item.
c. In-person presentations to the MPO TAC and Policy Board for their review and possible approval.
10. Collection, analysis, and reporting of local road conditions for the City of Bismarck (See ‘Section VIII: Study
Area’ for more information.)
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X. PROJECT COMPLETION
A. Development and Review of Draft Report:
A draft report shall be produced after all recommendations have been developed and approved by the Steering
Committee(s). Electronic and/ or paper copies of the draft report shall be provided for the Steering
Committee(s), the MPO project manager, NDDOT, FHWA and FTA for their review and comment. All
comments from the MPO, NDDOT, FHWA, and FTA shall be addressed to the respective entity’s satisfaction
prior to development of the final draft and final presentations.
B. Final Presentations:
The draft report shall be advertised and made available to the public for a minimum of fifteen (15) days before
the final presentations.
The consultant will be requested to provide a technical presentation to the staff of the five jurisdictions. This
is to be given in person or by a web-based video-conference. Additionally, they shall make a presentation to
the Bismarck Board of City Commissioners, the Mandan Board of City Commissioners, the Lincoln City
Council, the MPO Technical Advisory Committee and the MPO Policy Board for review and
acceptance/approval of the final draft report. Presentations to the jurisdictional governing bodies may be
given by phone or in person. Presentation to the TAC and Policy Board shall be given in person. Approval of
the final draft report by the MPO Policy Board, and subsequent distribution of study deliverables, will mark
the completion of the study.
C. Final Deliverables:
The final report shall be produced after all comments on the draft report are addressed, final presentations are
complete, and the report has been approved by the MPO TAC and Policy Board. A minimum of three (3)
paper copies shall be provided of the Bismarck/Burleigh County Report and a minimum of three (3) paper
copies shall be provided of the Mandan/ Morton County Report. A pdf-based copy of each report and all
appendices shall also be provided. All products are to be delivered to the MPO project manager for
dissemination.
XI: INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO THE CONSULTANT:
The following resources/data/information is available for the study from the Bismarck-Mandan MPO and its partners:
Available for Download:
1. Travel Demand Model Review and Socio-Economic Projections Final Report – 2018
2. MPO 2020-2023 Transportation Improvement Plan
3. Arrive 2045 (2020-2045 MTP) – 2020
4. Envision 2040 (2015-2040 LRTP) – 2015
5. NDDOT Traffic Operations Manual – 2018
6. FHWA Traffic Signal Timing Manual – 2008
7. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways (2009 Ed. with Revision # 1 and 2) – 2012
Available by Direct Request:
1. GIS geodatabase information;
a. MPO-wide Centerline Files
b. MPO-wide Urban Functionally Classified Roadways
c. Land base/Infrastructure data from member jurisdictions
d. MPO-wide Colored Digital Orthophotography – 5-inch resolution – 2016
e. MPO-wide Digital Elevation Data – 1-foot contours – 2016
2. Bismarck State of the Streets Report including MicroPAVER Technical Documentation (November 2012)
3. Street records including pavement section and width, date paved, and miscellaneous additional design information;
4. Bismarck, Burleigh County, and Mandan street and roadway maintenance project records;
5. Location specific soil information, where available, including geotechnical studies for specific areas.
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Figure 1: MPO Urban Functionally Classified System
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Appendix A: Proposed Sub-Consultant Request Form
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Appendix B: Consultant Self Certification of Government-Wide Debarment and Suspension (Nonprocurement)
Form
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Appendix C: Federal, State and Local Clauses
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Federal Clauses
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State and Local Clauses
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EXHIBIT B

Bismarck-Mandan 2045 MTP
Status Report #23
Reporting Period: Through February 29, 2020
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:
 Progress calls/coordination/reporting with MPO staff;
 Draft Plan revisions & modifications
 Project Approvals Meetings
PROJECTED ACTIVITY NEXT PERIOD:
 Complete Project Approvals Phase
REQUIRED ACTION BY BMMPO:
 None pending
MILESTONE SCHEDULE/COMMENTS:
 No schedule or milestones concerns currently.

Project Management/QC/QA

1/31/2020

PERCENT
COMPLETE
98%

Steering Committee (10 Total)

10/31/2019

100%

Complete

Baseline Conditions

10/15/2018

100%

Complete

Public Involvement

1/30/2019

98%

Ongoing

PIM #1

10/15/2018

100%

Complete

PIM #2

6/30/2019

100%

Complete

PIM #3

1/30/2020

100%

-

100%

Ongoing

Travel Demand Modeling

9/30/18 &
7/30/19
9/31/2019

% 100%

Ongoing

Options and Alternatives

10/31/2019

100%

Complete

MTP Development

1/31/2020

95%

-

Draft MTP

1/5/2020

100%

-

Final MTP

3/31/2020

97%

-

3/31/2020

50%

-

MILESTONE

ACTIVITY

Financial Analysis

Final Approvals

ACTUAL
DATE
Ongoing

Bismarck-Mandan 2045 MTP Update
KLJ Number 18416126
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Overall Project Status

3/31/2020

99%

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED:
 None at this point in the project.
SUMMARY OF PROJECT DECISIONS:
 None during this reporting period
OUT OF SCOPE SERVICES:
 None during this reporting period
For more information on the Arrive 2045, go to www.arrive2045.com

Bismarck-Mandan 2045 MTP Update
KLJ Number 18416126
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EXHBIT C

Bismarck-Mandan
Metropolitan
Transportation Plan
Executive Summary
January 2020
27
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SUMMARY

Federal Requirements

Arrive 2045 is an integral part of the BMMPO’s “continuing,
cooperative, and comprehensive” planning process as stipulated
by Federal law. This process was established by the Federal
government with the intent of fostering better management,
operation, and development of the surface transportation system.
This Plan is also compliant with the national goals set forth in Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, the current Federal
transportation program. Arrive 2045 adheres to all requirements
stipulated in the FAST Act.

Arrive 2045 is the long-range transportation plan (LRTP), now
known as the metropolitan transportation plan (MTP), for the
Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization (BMMPO)
area, which includes the City of Bismarck, the City of Mandan,
City of LIncoln, Burleigh County, and Morton County. Arrive 2045
is designed to help realize BMMPO’s adopted outcomes to meet
current and future transportation needs and to gauge the success
of these efforts with established performance measures. Arrive
2045 will guide the development of multimodal transportation
systems throughout the Bismarck-Mandan metropolitan area for
the next 25 years. It will be used to prioritize most of transportation
spending throughout this period, and as such, it is vitally important
that the plan reflect the choices and desires of the BismarckMandan metropolitan area’s residents, workers, and visitors.
Since transportation has a broad impact on society, long-range
transportation planning must consider concerns, such as impact
upon the environment, land use, and economic development, in
addition to traditional transportation-related issues, such as mobility
and safety.

Plan Development Process

The planning process for the development of Arrive 2045 consisted
of six phases:
» Identify the baseline and future conditions which assessed
historic growth and development, analyzed the region’s
transportation system, and evaluated existing issues and
needs.
» Create a transportation vision, goals, and objectives to guide
the development.

In accordance with Federal law, metropolitan transportation plans
are updated every five years to accommodate the changing
needs of the area and to reflect changes in the socio-economic
composition of the area, as well as changes in local transportation
policy. The last MTP for the Bismarck-Mandan metropolitan
area was adopted in 2015. While 2045 extends beyond what
can be accurately predicted, a long-range plan’s value lies in
comprehensively assessing the region’s current transportation
system and charting a course of action for coming years. It presents
an opportunity to step back and take a big-picture look at current
conditions, challenges, and possible solutions. Arrive 2045 creates
a vision that assists in guiding future decisions toward the goal of a
safe and efficient transportation system to meet the area’s current
and future needs.

» Establish a fiscal constraint.
» Evaluate options and alternatives that will address the region’s
transportation issues and needs and help meet the overall
transportation vision for Bismarck-Mandan.
» Prioritize projects based on the fiscal constraint and time line
for implementation.
» Plan review and approval by the Bismarck-Mandan MPO’s
Policy Board.
The six phases were part of the overall process, as shown on the
next page.

Arrive 2045 must also consider all modes of transportation; streets
and highways, transit, bicycle and pedestrian, air, rail and water,
as well as freight movement within and through the BismarckMandan metropolitan area. The Plan must be maintained so
local jurisdictions can receive Federal funding for transportation
improvements within the Bismarck-Mandan metropolitan area.
Arrive 2045 must present a reasonable expectation of revenue to
fund the improvements identified to meet the transportation needs
of the Bismarck-Mandan metropolitan area now and in the future.
It must be a fiscally-constrained document. Fiscally-constrained,
simply stated, is that the expense of accomplishing the projects
identified in the Plan does not exceed what the Bismarck-Mandan
metropolitan area can reasonably expect to receive in revenues.

SUMMARY
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THE PROCESS
Collect existing conditions
data & develop goals &
objectives

Analyze existing
conditions data

Input federal planning
factors & state
performance measures

Evaluate list for
financial constraint and
environmental justice

Develop draft project list

Assess needs &
financial resources

Develop draft constrained
project list

Develop draft plan
document

MPO adoption of the plan

ii
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Social Media

The development of Arrive 2045 was conducted with a proactive public involvement process. BMMPO staff also worked
cooperatively with decision-makers of its member jurisdictions,
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA), the North Dakota Department of
Transportation (NDDOT), and the public to execute a continuous,
cooperative, and comprehensive planning process and develop the
highest quality public investment plans for our changing society.

Facebook was used to keep the community engaged throughout the
MTP development. Facebook posts were published as appropriate
throughout the process, with key stakeholders sharing the posts as
they were able.

Steering Committee

PIM #1: Arrive 2045 Futures Summit

Throughout the study process, there were more than 25 Facebook
posts that were viewed by more than 900 different users.

Public Input Meetings

On October 9th and 10th, 2018, the Bismarck-Mandan MPO held
the first round of public engagement for the Bismarck – Mandan
Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP). These were advertised as
the Arrive 2045 Futures Summit meetings. The first round included
three meetings located across the MPO Planning area. At each
meeting there was a brief presentation on the issues identified
through the technical analysis; small group prioritization exercise
for goals, performance areas, and emerging issues; and a table
top exercise to identify future transportation improvements to the
transportation network.

A steering committee was established to provide technical direction
and guidance of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP)
development. Representation on the committee included:
» City of Bismarck
» City of Mandan
» City of Lincoln
» Burleigh Bounty
» Morton County
» Bismarck International Airport

PIM#2: Options & Alternatives

» Bismarck Public Schools

A second round of public input was deployed at the midway point
of developing Arrive 2045. The second round of public input
meetings was structured to provide the public and key stakeholder
an opportunity to provide input on the universe of projects which
had been developed and evaluated.

» Bismarck Police Department
» Bismarck Rural Fire Department
» North Dakota Department of Transportation
There were ten Steering Committee meetings held throughout the
development of the MTP.

Meeting participants were provided with a list and map of
identified projects being contemplated for inclusion in Arrive 2045.
Each project was identified with a relative technical score that
had been previously identified by the project Study Committee.
Participants were asked to provide a ranking of their top three
projects; and then to provide a general listing of the seven other
projects they felt were high priority needs for Arrive 2045.

Information and Marketing
Project Website

Arrive2045.com was the website established for the MTP to serve
as the primary warehouse for all project documents and information
as well as a forum to submit public comment. The website included:

A total of three input meetings were held the week of July 9, 2019.
Each meeting was opened with a short background presentation
the Arrive 2045 and provided content and guidance to participants
on what input was needed from them at this point in the planning
process.

» A home page with the most recent project updates and links for
new information and to provide comment.
» An about page with a general overview, a frequently asked
questions section, the schedule, and project partners.

PIM #3: Draft Plan Review

» A documents page with all documents and newsletters
produced during the MTP.

The third public input meeting was held after the draft plan of Arrive
2045 was compiled. This meeting was an open house format for
people to review the key findings, constrained projects, and the
project phasing. A total of three input meetings were held the week
of January 22nd, 2020.

» A contact page with an email submission form and other
relevant contact information.

SUMMARY
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VISION, GOALS, OBJECTIVES & PERFORMANCE
MEASURES
Transportation Vision

Arrive 2045 Goals, Objectives &
Performance Measures

The future of the transportation system in the Bismarck-Mandan
metropolitan area will be driven by the vision, goals, objectives,
and performance measures developed for Arrive 2045. The vision
for Arrive 2045 has been developed as follows:

The goals developed for Arrive 2045 reflect guidance from MAP21 planning factors, MAP-21 and FAST Act National Performance
Goals, the NDDOT statewide transportation plan, and input from
project stakeholders and community outreach. The figure below
depicts how the performance measure areas are set as part of
MAP-21 and the FAST Act and the requirements for which measures
and targets are to be set for NDDOT’s Statewide Transportation
Plan and the MPO’s MTP – Arrive 2045.

Arrive 2045 is focused on preserving the transportation
infrastructure of the Bismarck-Mandan MPO Area. The
development of new funding strategies will be critical. Future
investments in system preservation must be balanced against
thoughtful implementation of new infrastructure which serve to
expand transportation capacity. Arrive 2045 establishes a
set of regional priorities to balance public expectations for
improved regional mobility. Arrive 2045 recognizes the future
contains many opportunities to channel technology to influence
transportation mobility.

Federal Performance
Measure Categories

Again, the graphic is inclusive of the required performance measure
areas. Additional performance measures and desired target
trendlines have been set by the MPO as part of Arrive 2045 that
pertain specifically to the MPO’s system.

Required for

Required for

NDDOT Statewide

MPO MTP – Arrive 2045

Transportation Plan

Arrive 2045
Additional Local
Performance Measures

Pavement Condition (1)
Performance (1)
Bridge Condition (2)
Safety – Fatalities &
Serious Injury (3)
Traffic Congestion (5)

Optional

On-road Mobile Source

Optional

Emissions (5)
Freight Movement (4)

Not Included
Not Included

Roadways “Required” for the Federal Performance Categories:
(1) Required for Interstate and Non-Interstate NHS Roadways; (2) Required for all NHS Roadways; (3) Required for all Public Roadways;
(4) Required for Interstate System Roadways; (5) Required Roadways Not Specified
iv
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ARRIVE 2045 GOAL 1:
Safety & Security
Goal 1 incorporates the following goals, performance measures,
and planning factors:

All transportation improvements should be developed with safety
of the traveling public in mind. Safety should be considered when
developing transportation projects for all modes of motorized and
non-motorized transportation. These improvements should consider
reducing both the severity and overall number of crashes.

» National Performance Goal for safety
» National Performance Measure for Safety - Fatalities and
Serious Injuries

Security of the transportation system includes ensuring users of the
transportation system are protected from natural or human disaster
(ie flooding, acts of terrorism). Security measures for transportation
system users are often considered for public transit riders and nonmotorized users of the trail systems. Security of our transportation
system also considers the mobility of our emergency service
vehicles.

» MAP-21 Planning Factors to increase the safety of the
transportation system for motorized and non-motorized users
and to increase the security of the transportation system for
motorized and non-motorized users.

Performance Measures

Existing Metrics and Targets:
State System Federal Requirements
NDDOT
5-Year Average (2013 - 2017)

2019 NDDOT
5-Year Average Target

120.0

108.3

Rate of Fatalities per 100 million VMT

1.2

1.106

Number of Motorized Serious Injuries

458.6

413.9

a

4.59

4.23

Number of Non-Motorized Fatalities and Non-Motorized Serious Injuries

36.2

33.4

Safety Performance Measure
Number of Motorized Fatalities
a

Rate of Serious Injuries per 100 million VMT

a

The MPO will adapt current NDDOT targets for rate calculated goals

Local MPO System Optional Requirements
MPO
5-Year Average (2013 - 2017)

Safety Performance Measure
Number of Motorized Fatalities

4.6

Rate of Fatalities per 100 million VMT

0.642

Number of Motorized Serious Injuries

33.6

Rate of Serious Injuries per 100 million VMT

4.687

Number of Non-Motorized Fatalities and Non-Motorized Serious Injuries

Desired Target:
Reduction in crashes

5.2

How will we achieve the goal?
Objectives:

» 1C: Enhance transportation security and reliability by
developing strategies to address critical transportation
assets identified that will facilitate the rapid movement of first
responders and support incident management during times of
emergency (SMO)

» 1A: Reduce the incidence of all motor vehicle and non-motor
vehicle (pedestrian and cyclist) crashes, with an emphasis on
serious injury and fatal crashes. This may include implementing
improvements that are both proven Crash Reduction Measures
at locations with an existing crash history or at locations
without an existing crash history as a proactive improvement
(SMO)

» 1D: Support North Dakota’s State Highway Safety Plan
(SHSP) “Vision Zero” as a goal to move toward zero fatal
resultant crashes (PBO)

» 1B: Provide a safe and secure environment for transit system
riders (PBO)

SMO: Scoring Metric Objective | PBO: Policy Based Objective

SUMMARY
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ARRIVE 2045 GOAL 2:
Infrastructure Condition
Goal 2 incorporates the following goals, performance measures,
and planning factors:

As our transportation system ages, maintenance of our existing
system is continuously needed to ensure that the condition of
our pavements, bridges, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, transit
facilities, and any other components of our existing transportation
system are maintained and repaired to serve our traveling public.
The challenges with maintaining our existing transportation system
typically revolve around funding. The cost of transportation
maintenance is continuously rising and there is often a competition
between maintenance and operations costs of our existing system
versus new facilities.

» National Performance Goals for the infrastructure condition of
pavements and bridges.
» National Performance Measure Categories of bridge
condition and pavement condition
» MAP-21 Planning Factors to emphasize the preservation of the
existing transportation system and to promote efficient system
management and operations.

Performance Measures

Existing Metrics and Targets:
State System Federal Requirements
Pavement Conditions Measures and Targets
NDDOT Conditions
Performance Measure

Existing
Condition

Target
Condition

Interstate Good

80.2%

75.6%

Interstate Poor

0.1%

3%

Non-Interstate Good

62.8%

58.3%

Non-Interstate Poor

0.3%

3%

Bridge Conditions Measures
Conditions Performance
Measure

Local MPO System Optional Requirements
Pavement Conditions Measures

Desired Target:
Decrease Percent
of Unsatisfactory/
Degraded Pavement

Structures
Good

Structures
Poor

Target Condition
(NDDOT)

60%

4%

Existing Condition
(NDDOT)

64.44%

3.67%

Bridge Conditions Measures
Structures Good:

77.8%

Desired Target:
Maintain Bridges

Structures Poor:

5.6%

How will we achieve the goal?
Objectives:

good repair as identified within the Transit Development Plan
(TDP) (SMO)

» 2A: Maintain pavement quality and bridges at acceptable
levels (SMO)

» 2E: Maintain traffic signals, lighting, and other transportation
ITS assets at acceptable levels (SMO)

» 2B: Maintain street signage and visibility (SMO)

» 2F: All MPO participating jurisdictions should cost participate
in the data collection of pavement system condition on a
5-year cycle (PBO)

» 2C: Maintain the current bicycle & pedestrian system (SMO)
» 2D: Maintain transit fleet, equipment, and facilities in a state of
SMO: Scoring Metric Objective | PBO: Policy Based Objective

vi
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ARRIVE 2045 GOAL 3:
Congestion Reduction
Mobility and connectivity of the transportation system allows users
to move from one place to another in a direct route with reduced
travel times and reduced delays. Connectivity allows people to
make decisions based on traffic conditions, access, and desired trip
destinations. Connectivity is not only about a direct route from an
origin to a destination, it should also allow users to choose multiple
transportation modes and to interchange between the modes in a
safe and efficient manner.

Goal 3 incorporates the following goals, performance measures,
and planning factors:
» National Performance Goals for congestion reduction and
system reliability
» National Performance Measure Categories of traffic
congestion and freight movement.
» MAP-21 Planning Factor to enhance the integration and
connectivity of the transportation system, across and between
modes, for people and freight.

Performance Measures
Existing Metrics and Targets:
Local MPO System Optional Requirements

Desired Target:

Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) Per Capita
Population a

2017 Annual VMT b

Resultant Annual
VMT per Capitac

95,273

739,236,000

7,800

Morton
31,095
446,409,000
Data Source: American Community Survey (ACS) 2018 Population Estimates
b
Data Source: 2017 NDDOT Annual Traffic Report per County
c
Rounded to the nearest 500 miles

14,500

County
Burleigh

Reduction of VMT per
Capita

a

Desired Target:

Vehicle Hours Traveled (VHT) Per Capita

c
d

MPO Population c

VHT d

VHT per Capita

100,306

47,100

0.47 hours
28.2 minutes

Reduction of VHT per
Capita

Data Source: Bismarck Mandan MPO Monitoring Report - US Census, 2010
Data Source: 2015 Travel Demand Model

How will we achieve the goal?
Objectives:

» 3C: Improve the continuity of the multimodal systems for
pedestrians, cyclists, or transit riders; through improved
network connections and reduction of system gaps (SMO)

» 3A: Implement projects and programs that will reduce travel
delays on corridors that have an existing or proposed Level
of Service (LOS) D or worse, to a LOS C or better after the
improvement is made (SMO)

» 3D: Support future development that would result in reduced
motor vehicle trips (PBO)

» 3B: Provide and maintain corridors functionally classified as
minor arterials and above that facilitate longer-distance travel
within the region (SMO)
SMO: Scoring Metric Objective | PBO: Policy Based Objective

SUMMARY
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ARRIVE 2045 GOAL 4:
System Reliability for Freight Movement and
Economic Vitality
Goal 4 incorporates the following goals, performance measures,
and planning factors:

A transportation system that provides good access for all modes of
transportation can promote future development and employment
opportunities which will in return stimulate the region’s local
economy.

» National Performance Goals for system reliability and freight
movement and economic vitality.

A well connected and efficient transportation system that facilitates
the movement of goods between freight modes and facilitates
the movement of goods and freight to commercial and industrial
centers can lower the cost of doing business. This can both support
existing business and attract new business to support and enhance
the local economy.

» National Performance Measure Category of Freight
Movement
» MAP-21 Planning Factors to support the economic vitality
of the metropolitan area, especially by enabling global
competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency; enhance the
integration and connectivity of the transportation system,
across and between modes, for people and freight; and
increase accessibility and mobility of people and freight.

Performance Measures
Existing Metrics and Targets:
State System Federal Requirements
System Performance for the Interstate and Non-Interstate NHS
Conditions Performance Measure

Travel Time Reliability Non-Interstate
National Highway System (NHS)

Travel Time Reliability
Interstate

Freight Reliability
Index

85%

85%

3.0

91.6%

99.4%

1.15

Target Condition
Existing Condition (NDDOT - 2017)

Local MPO System Optional Requirements
There is not an MPO desired performance measure or target for this goal.

How will we achieve the goal?
Objectives:

» 4B: Support transportation investments as identified in the most
recent Bismarck-Mandan MPO Regional Freight Study (PBO)

» 4A: Enhance the efficient and safe movement of freight and
goods including investments in congestion reduction and safety
improvements on the critical urban freight corridors and other
designated freight corridors (SMO)

» 4C: Promote transportation investments that enhance the local
economy (PBO)

SMO: Scoring Metric Objective | PBO: Policy Based Objective
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ARRIVE 2045 GOAL 5:
Alternative Transportation Modes to Automobile Travel
development patterns; and enhance the integration and
connectivity of the transportation system, across and between
modes, for people and freight.

Goal 5 incorporates the following goals, performance measures,
and planning factors:
» National Performance Goals for congestion reduction, system
reliability and environmental sustainability.

More people are choosing to use alternate modes of transportation
to live a healthier lifestyle, reduce their environmental footprint,
or spend less money out of their budget on transportation costs.
Also, due to various social justice issues, certain portions of the
population also are dependent on public transportation or nonmotorized transportation. Regardless of the reason, it is important
to provide a well-balanced transportation system that supports
modes other than a single occupancy motor vehicle. This includes
supporting alternative modes of transportation for users of all ages
and all abilities.

» National Performance Measure Categories of traffic
congestion and on-road mobile source emissions.
» MAP-21 Planning Factors to increase accessibility and mobility
of people and freight; protect and enhance the environment,
promote energy conservation, improve the quality of life, and
promote consistency between transportation improvements
and State and local planned growth and economic

Performance Measures
Existing Metrics and Targets:
Local MPO System Optional Requirements
Mode Share
Desired Target: CAT Ridership
Decrease single
vehicle use

Increase fixed route
transit ridership

Desired Target:

Miles of Facilities
Facility Type

Desired Target:

Miles
Bismarck

Mandan

Multi-use Trails

52 miles

18 miles

Bicycle Lanes

4 miles

0 miles

Shared-Use Routes

5 miles

0 miles

Increase miles of
bicycle facilities

How will we achieve the goal?
Objectives:

» 5A: Consider coordination with transit agencies to improve
transit route efficiency, system productivity, and community
awareness by implementing transportation investments that
support the transit system (PBO)

» 5C: Improve bicycle and pedestrian system accessibility
and connectivity opportunities while maintaining safety by
implementing transportation investments identified in the most
recent Bismarck-Mandan MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
(SMO)

» 5B: Improve transit and rideshare opportunities for travelers
commuting into Bismarck-Mandan from outside the urban area
(PBO)

» 5D: Improve the awareness and safety of bicycling,
and educate both bicyclists and motorists on rules and
responsibilities (PBO)

SMO: Scoring Metric Objective | PBO: Policy Based Objective

SUMMARY
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ARRIVE 2045 GOAL 6:
Environmental Sustainability
Goal 6 incorporates the following goals, performance measures,
and planning factors:

Air quality is affected by mobile source emissions resulting from
vehicle miles traveled (VMT). Air quality impacts can be reduced
through roadway improvements that reduce VMT or provide for
transportation modes other than single occupancy vehicles. New
and expanded transportation facilities can also negatively impact
the environment such as impacting wetlands, historical and cultural
resources, existing neighborhoods or properties, and many other
potential environmental impacts.

» National Performance Goal for environmental sustainability.
» National Performance Measure Category for on-road mobile
source emissions.
» MAP-21 Planning Factor to promote energy conservation,
improve the quality of life, and promote consistency between
transportation improvements and State and local planned
growth and economic development patterns.

Performance Measures
Existing Metrics and Targets:
Local MPO System Optional Requirements
The performance measures and targets for reduction in VMT/Capita and VHT/Capita as identified in Goal 3 Congestion Reduction,
will also support environmental sustainability through reduced on-road mobile source emissions. Please see Goal 3 Congestion
Reduction for the performance measures, current system performance, and targets.

How will we achieve the goal?
Objectives:

» 6C: Promote transportation investments that support infill,
mixed use development patterns (PBO)

» 6A: Minimize the transportation system’s impacts on the natural
and built environment (PBO)

» 6D: Provide transportation infrastructure design guidance that
fits within the context of the built environment (PBO)

» 6B: Ensure that projects located within Environmental Justice
(EJ) areas have no negative impacts or have identified
mitigation measures (PBO)

» 6E: Plan for and address multimodal transportation system
impacts/sufficiency when planning new developments (PBO)

SMO: Scoring Metric Objective | PBO: Policy Based Objective
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ARRIVE 2045 GOAL 7:
Reduced Project Delivery
Goal 7 incorporates the following goals, performance measures,
and planning factors:

A well developed MTP will consider fiscal constraint and develop,
prioritize, and program projects to ensure they are within the means
of each jurisdiction’s transportation budget. This first includes
consideration of maintenance and operation costs of the existing
transportation system.

» National Performance Goals for reduced project delivery
delay.
» MAP-21 Planning Factors to support the economic vitality
of the metropolitan area, especially by enabling global
competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency; promote efficient
system management and operation; and emphasize the
preservation of the existing transportation system.

Secondly, lower cost alternatives should be considered to
improve the performance of the transportation system before more
expensive projects such as extending and widening the system are
considered.

Performance Measures
Existing Metrics and Targets:
Local MPO System Optional Requirements
There is currently no data available for this performance measure. The MPO, when able,
will commit to collecting these data following the completion of this plan. Baseline data will
be available in 2020.

Possible Performance Measures:

Possible Desired Target:
Reduction of the number
of delayed projects

» Track the number of projects that are delivered on time (as scheduled).

How will we achieve the goal?
Objectives:

» 7C: Develop policies to support consistent application
of development-related improvement requirements and
streamlined project development (PBO)

» 7A: Identify Non-Federal funding opportunities (public or
private) to support transportation needs to fund entire projects
or greater than the required Federal project match (PBO)
» 7B: Leverage the existing transportation system by
emphasizing low-cost, high impact solutions that may include
incremental system improvements, system preservation, and
technology applications to achieve congestion in lieu of more
expensive projects such as roadway widening (SMO)

SMO: Scoring Metric Objective | PBO: Policy Based Objective

SUMMARY
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EXISTING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Roadway Safety

The Existing System Performance analysis evaluated the current
conditions for all modes of transportation and was used to identify
issues and opportunities for investment over the life of Arrive 2045.

The last five years of crash data was analyzed to understand
roadway safety patterns and high crash locations. During this
timeframe there were 15,039 motorized vehicle and 238 nonmotorized crashes. This includes 23 fatal crashes, of which six
occurred at intersections, and 186 serious injury crashes.

Traffic Operations

The travel demand model provides level of service for the
functionally classified roadways. Areas of existing concern based
on deficient LOS include many of the metro’s most heavily traveled
arterial roadways:

Bismarck has 17 of 50 high crash urban locations across North
Dakota. Mandan, Lincoln, Burleigh, and Morton County had none.

Other Highlights

» Washington Street

» Vehicle miles traveled (the sum of the length of each trip
driven by every person on the transportation network) has
grown faster in Burleigh County than in Morton County, likely
associated with larger population growth and suburban style
development.

» State Street
» I-94
» Divide Avenue
» Bismarck Expressway
» Centennial Road

» Vehicle hours traveled (the sum of the travel time for each
trip driven by every person on the tranpsortation network)
increased 21 percent between 2010 and 2015.

» 19th Street N
» 7th Street

» Passenger trips on Capital Area Transit’s fixed routes have
declined nearly 11 percent between 2012 and 2016 and
about eight percent on the paratransit and demand response
service. The Transit Development Plan was recently completed
and outlined a variety of potential service improvements and
funding mechanisms.

» 3rd Street (Mandan)
» Memorial Highway
» Downtown Bismarck and Mandan (various streets)

Asset Management

Highways, roads, and bridges are an integral part of the
community. These assets keep the economy moving, connect to
daily destinations, and provide access in case of an emergency.
Asset managemt is defined as a strategic and systematic process
of operating, maintaining, and improving physical assets based
on engineering and economic analysis. For Arrive 2045 asset
management includes pavement conditions and bridge structures.

» The Cities of Bismarck and Mandan have 516 miles of bicycle
and pedestrian facilities. The 2017 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
identified priority routes and intersections to improve walking
and biking in the Bismarck-Mandan metro.

» Pavement Conditions
▪75.6 percent of the Interstate in the MPO area is in good
condition and 3 percent in poor condition.
▪58.3 percent of the Non-Interstate National Highway
System in the MPO area is in good condition and 3 percent
in poor condition.
▪85 percent of Bismarck’s roadways have an adequate
pavement condition and 2 percent in unsatisfactory
condition.
▪84 percent of Mandan’s roadways have an adequate
pavement condition and 10 percent in unsatisfactory
condition.
» Bridge Conditions
▪70 percent of bridge structures in the MPO area are in good
condition and just 2 percent in poor condition.

xii
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GROWTH, TRENDS, AND FORECASTS
Demographic Trends

This results in around 65,400 total households in the BismarckMandan metro area by 2045, an increase of more than 19,000
new households. This forecasts is lower (10.5 percent) than previous
25-year forecasts.

Population, household, and employment growth in the BismarckMandan metro area are directly related to the demands placed on
the transportation network. As more people and jobs are located in
the region, there are more commuting and freight trips. This section
includes a review of the population, household, and employment
forecasts developed for the Bismarck-Mandan metro area as part
of the Bismarck-Mandan Model Review and Socio-Economic
Update Study.

Current and Projected Households
70,000
60,000
50,000

59,000

62,100

65,400

2030

2035

2040

2045

Employment growth in the Bismarck-Mandan metro area is
expected to grow around 1.8 percent per year through 2045,
resulting in more than 49,000 new jobs, for a total of 121,000 jobs.
This forecast is slightly lower (2.6 percent) than previous 25-year
forecasts, likely associated with the uncertainty surrounding energy
development in western North Dakota.

137,200

164,500

129,100

2030

154,900

121,500

2025

145,800

114,300

2020

2025

Employment Growth

120,000

2015

2020

0

140,000

20,000

55,800

10,000

160,000

40,000

52,600

20,000

180,000

60,000

49,400

30,000

Current and Projected Population

80,000

2015

40,000

The Bismarck-Mandan metro area population has historically
grown at a rate of 1.2 percent per year (1985 to 2015), however
more recent trends have shown a more significant growth rate,
around 2.4 percent per year (2010 to 2015). Recently, the 2045
socioeconomic forecasts were approved using the historic growth
rate around 1.2 percent per year, on average, resulting in more
than 50,000 new people by 2045, for an expected population of
164,500.

100,000

46,300

Population Growth

Current and Projected Employment
140,000
120,000
100,000

0
2035

2040

2045

2020

2025

2035

2040

121,000

2015

109,400

83,900

20,000

77,900

40,000

71,800

60,000

The population growth forecasted through 2045 is allocated to
new households based on household size, which reflects a variety
of factors, including age and housing type (single-family/multifamily). Household size has declined since the 1970s (3.37)
to 2005 (2.39), but has recently stabilized. The demographic
forecasts expects a slight increase in household size through 2045.

92,000

Household Growth

99,800

80,000

0
2030

2045

Current and Forecasted Change in Socioeconomic Data
2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2015-2045 Percent Change

Metro Population

114,300

121,500

129,100

137,200

145,800

154,900

164,500

43.9%

Metro Households

46,300

49,400

52,600

55,800

59,000

62,100

65,400

41.3%

Metro Jobs

71,800

77,900

83,900

92,000

99,800

109,400

121,000

68.5%

SUMMARY
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FUTURE SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE

ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS
The alternatives analysis for Arrive 2045 was a multi-phased
approach to assist in the identification of projects that should be
evaluated and prioritized through 2045. This process included the
following analyses:

The 2020 to 2045 Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Transportation
Plan uses a year 2045 planning horizon to provide a 25-year time
period after plan adoption for prioritizing regional transportation
improvements. This chapter provides a performance assessment of
the future transportation system.

» The Macro-Level Analysis evaluated large project concepts
that would potentially address some of the most significant
transportation issues, like new river crossings, interchanges,
and other major connections.

2030 Future Network Performance
By 2030, the Bismarck-Mandan metro area will add nearly
10,000 households and 20,000 jobs. Even with this anticipated
growth, the network will continue to operate effectively through
most of the metro, however, there are some areas of growing
congestion. Vehicle hours traveled (VHT) by all vehicles on the
network will increase 30.3 percent, while vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) by all vehicles on the network will increase 28.5 percent.
VHT growing at a faster rate than VMT indicates increasing
congestion, however mild through 2030.

» The Interstate Analysis completed a more detailed evaluation
of the I-94 and I-194 mainline and existing interchanges.
» Smart Mobility workshop evaluated the impacts connected
and autonomous vehicles and technology solutions could have
on the transportation network.
» Project Evaluation and Prioritization scored and ranked the
universe of projects included in this MTP.
Growing Traffic Demands Along Centennial Road

The 2030 LOS is shown in below. Many of the metro’s most heavily
traveled arterial roadways will continue to see growing congestion,
especially in the northeast.
2030 Model Outputs

VHT
VMT
% of Links Over
Capacity

2015

2030

2015-2030
Percent Change

28,605

37,265

30.3%

1,753,850 2,253,430
1.2%

5.1%

28.5%
322.3%

2045 Future Network Performance
From 2030 to 2045, the Bismarck-Mandan metro area will add
another 10,000 households and 29,000 jobs. This anticipated
growth begins to overload the network, with many of the
functionally classified roadways over capacity. VHT increases far
outpace VMT increases, indicating significant congestion on the
network. The percent of roadway links over capacity increases
more than 10 times when compared to 2015. Many of the metro’s
most heavily traveled arterial roadways will continue to see
growing congestion.
2045 Model Outputs

VHT
VMT
% of Links Over
Capacity

2015

2045

2015-2045
Percent Change

28,605

55,650

94.5%

1,753,850 2,932,685
1.2%

13.6%

67.2%
1,033.3%
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FISCALLY CONSTRAINED PLAN
Development of the Fiscal
Constraint

Prioritization of Projects

To determine which projects would be selected given limited funds
and in what time period the project would be proposed, all projects
were prioritized through a three-step process including

Development of the project list for Arrive 2045 must be based on
an established fiscal constraint agreed to between the BismarckMandan MPO and NDDOT. Development of a fiscal constraint
can be based on a variety of scenarios and data points regarding
transportation funding programs. Five potential scenarios were
evaluated based on historical spending and future programmed
funds from the current Transportation Improvement Programs. These
trends were extrapolated to 2045 and allocated to the different
funding programs, including Urban Roads, Regional Roads,
Interstate, Safety, and Transportation Alternatives. The scenario
selected was reduced by expected preservation and maintenance
costs and operations costs to ensure the fiscal constraint is sufficient
to manage the existing transportation network before expansion
projects were considered. The table below shows the funding
available across all project areas and across the short-term (20242031), mid-term (2032-2038), and long-term (2039-2045).

» Technical project evaluation based on the project goals and
evaluation criteria. A composite score was calculated for each
project based on the goal score times the goal weight which
was developed as part of the public involvement process.
» Public involvement during the second round of public meetings
where the public could select their top priorities.
» Steering Committee review of technical needs and construction
feasibility.

Year

Urban

Regional

Interstate

Safety (State)

Safety (Urban)

TA + RTP

Base Year

$3,936,368

$4,581,824

$5,120,750

$699,713

$651,250

$233,750

2024

$4,172,550

$428,524

$3,321,051

$741,695

$690,325

$247,775

2025

$4,235,138

$399,247

$3,318,193

$752,821

$700,680

$251,492

2026

$4,298,666

$366,977

$3,313,186

$764,113

$711,190

$255,264

2027

$4,363,145

$331,568

$3,305,912

$775,575

$721,858

$259,093

2028

$4,428,593

$292,866

$3,296,250

$787,208

$732,686

$262,979

2029

$4,495,022

$250,712

$3,284,073

$799,016

$743,676

$266,924

2030

$4,562,447

$204,939

$3,269,248

$811,002

$754,831

$270,928

2031

$4,630,884

$155,372

$3,251,638

$823,167

$766,154

$274,992

Subtotal

$29,967,507

$2,430,206

$26,359,550

$6,254,597

$5,821,400

$2,089,447

2032

$4,700,347

$1,976,831

$3,231,098

$835,514

$777,646

$279,117

2033

$4,770,852

$1,919,128

$3,207,477

$848,047

$789,311

$283,303

2034

$4,842,415

$1,857,064

$3,087,523

$848,047

$789,311

$283,303

2035

$4,915,051

$1,790,436

$3,055,866

$860,768

$801,150

$287,553

2036

$4,988,777

$1,719,029

$2,926,125

$860,768

$801,150

$287,553

2037

$5,063,608

$1,642,620

$2,885,684

$873,679

$813,168

$291,866

2038

$5,139,563

$1,560,977

$2,745,356

$873,679

$813,168

$291,866

Subtotal

$28,298,190

$12,466,086

$21,139,129

$6,000,502

$5,584,903

$2,004,562

2039

$5,216,656

$1,473,859

$2,695,322

$886,784

$825,365

$296,244

2040

$5,294,906

$1,381,012

$2,640,890

$900,086

$837,746

$300,688

2041

$5,374,329

$1,282,174

$2,581,847

$913,587

$850,312

$305,198

2042

$5,454,944

$1,177,072

$2,517,971

$927,291

$863,066

$309,776

2043

$5,536,769

$1,065,420

$2,449,034

$941,201

$876,012

$314,423

2044

$5,619,820

$946,920

$2,374,794

$955,319

$889,153

$319,139

2045

$5,704,117

$821,264

$2,295,002

$969,648

$902,490

$323,926

Subtotal

$30,144,852

$8,147,721

$17,554,860

$6,493,916

$6,044,144

$2,169,395

Total

$88,410,549

$23,044,013

$65,053,539

$18,749,015

$17,450,447

$6,263,404

SUMMARY
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Fiscally Constrained Project List

» Interstate Program

Projects are assigned a time period based on their relative need.
So, even if a project could be funded in a later phase, it is kept in
the phase at which it is needed and would be listed as “illustrative”
which allows for a better representation of unmet funding needs.

▪Requires more capacity investment to support reconstruction
of Exit 159; program still balanced.

Long-Range Projects

Projects with a yellow fill are recommended for inclusion in the
constrained plan and can be prioritized as necessary.

Short-Range Projects

The most significant time period and project list is the short-range
list, which reflects projects from which to choose for developing the
next five TIPs until Arrive 2045 is updated in 2025. Projects with a
yellow fill are recommended for inclusion in the constrained plan
and would reflect the MPO’s prioritized list.

Based on the identification of long-range range projects, below
reflects the financial analysis for the years 2039 to 2045 of Arrive
2045, with a summary of the revenue programs below.
» Urban Program
▪Program balanced.

Based on the identification of short range projects, below reflects
the financial analysis for the years 2024 to 2031 of Arrive 2045,
with a summary of the revenue programs below.

» Regional Program
▪Program is balanced; however, requires use of P&M revenue
to support program.

» Urban Program

▪Assumes constraint of low cost improvements on State
Street while high cost improvements on State Street remain
illustrative.

▪Requires $16M to $19M in Bismarck sales tax to balance
program.
▪All Bismarck projects are sales tax eligible; sales tax benefit
to the urban system is not fully shown in MTP financial
analysis.

» Interstate Program
▪No capacity programmed in long range (e.g. 66th Street
Interchange not included in constrained MTP).

» Regional Program

Fiscally Constrained Projects and
Future Network Performance

▪Program is balanced; however, P&M revenues needed to
support low cost improvements on State Street.
▪Assumes constraint of low cost improvements on State
Street while high cost improvements on State Street remain
illustrative.

Projects that were cost constrained in the short-, mid-, and longterm were applied to the travel demand model. The prioritized
and constrained projects reduce congestion, when compared to

» Interstate Program

the 2030 and 2045 networks without these projects, but increase

▪Generally balanced, includes reconstruction of Exit 161.

vehicle miles traveled.

Mid Range Projects

Projects with a yellow fill are recommended for inclusion in the
constrained plan. Unlike the short-range project lists, there is
no Urban Program priority. These projects can be prioritized as
necessary.

2030 Fiscally Constrained Projects Model Outputs

Mid-Range Financial Analysis

Based on the identification of mid-range range projects, below
reflects the financial analysis for the years 2032 to 2038 of Arrive
2045, with a summary of the revenue programs below.

VHT
VMT

▪Program slightly out of balance, likely balanced with use of
Bismarck Sales Tax.

2030

2015-2030
Percent Change

28,605

37,415

30.8%

1,753,850 2,489,035

% of Links Over
Capacity

» Urban Program

2015

1.2%

2.8%

41.9%
133.3%

2045 Fiscally Constrained Projects Model Outputs

» Regional Program

2015

2045

2015-2045
Percent Change

▪Program is balanced; however, requires use of P&M revenue
to support program.

VHT

28,605

49,235

72.1%

▪Assumes constraint of low cost improvements on State
Street but high cost improvements on State Street remain
illustrative.

VMT

1,753,850

3,291,190

87.7%

% of Links Over
Capacity

1.2%

7.6%

533.3%
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Short-Range Project List
ID

Location

Termini

Termini

Description

Phase

Cost

Year of Expenditure
[YOE]

Program

Urban Program
Priority

6

Old Red Trail

56th Avenue

40th Avenue NW

Reconstruct as 3-lane urban section.

Short

$8,400,000

$9,826,812

Urban

2

18

Old Red Trail

Sunset Drive

ND1806 / Collins Avenue

Restripe for 3-lane urban section.

Short

$39,500

$46,209

Safety

21

Division Street

Sunset Drive

ND 1806 / Collins Avenue

Reconstruction.

Short

$2,500,000

$2,924,646

Urban

5

22

3rd Avenue NE

Main Street

5th Street

Reconstruction.

Short

$2,500,000

$2,924,646

Urban (P&M)

7

23

Division Street

8th Avenue E

Mandan Avenue

Construct as 2-lane urban section.

Short

$2,880,000

$3,369,193

Urban

27

Highway 1806

19th Street

Heart River Bridge

Pavement preservation project, including addition of turn lanes
and signals at 8th Avenue and 19th Street.

Short

$1,750,000

$2,047,252

Regional

30

McKenzie Road

Highway 1806

39th Avenue E

Construct as 2-lane rural section. Include new bridge across Heart River. Add signals at
McKenzie Drive/ Bismarck Expressway ramps and at McKenzie Drive/40th Avenue.

Short

$15,650,000

$18,308,286

Urban

31

McKenzie Road

46th Avenue SE

Intersection capacity improvement.

Short

$2,500,000

$2,924,646

Urban

32

Washington Street

Burleigh Avenue

Drainage Channel

Reconstruct as 3-lane urban arterial.

Short

$8,720,000

$10,201,167

Urban

33

Washington Street

Drainage Channel

Denver Avenue

Turn lane improvements including restripe south of Reno Avenue as 3-lane section.

Short

$39,000

$45,624

Safety

34

Bismarck Expressway

Washington Street

12th Street

Safety improvements.

Short

$5,000,000

$5,849,293

Safety

45

Main Avenue

Bismarck Expressway

66th Street

Widen from 2-lane to 3-lane section (including intersection improvement at 52nd
Street).

Short

$10,020,000

$11,721,983

Urban

49

Bismarck Expressway / Centennial Road

Divide Avenue

Century Avenue

Widen from 5-lane to 6-lane section.

Short

$3,960,000

$4,632,640

Mix

50

Bismarck Expressway / Centennial Road

I-94

Interchange reconstruction.

Short

$25,000,000

$29,246,464

Interstate

52

Divide Avenue

Turnpike Avenue

26th Street

Restripe as 3-lane urban section.

Short

$143,500

$167,875

Safety

54

Rosser Avenue

Main Avenue

10th Street

Restripe as 3-lane urban section.

Short

$62,000

$72,531

Safety

59

Century Avenue

Tyler Parkway

Intersection capacity improvement.

Short

$2,500,000

$2,924,646

Urban

62

Tyler Parkway

Valley Drive

43rd Avenue

Construct as 2-lane urban section.

Short

$4,260,000

$4,983,597

Urban

64

Tyler Parkway

43rd Avenue

57th Avenue

Overlay existing roadway to 2-lane rural section.

Short

$500,000

$584,929

Urban

8

65

Ash Coulee Drive

Tyler Parkway

Washington Street

Widen from 2-lane to 3-lane urban section.

Short

$5,240,000

$6,130,059

Urban

4

78

State Street

Calgary Avenue

43rd Avenue

At grade improvements: Calgary Avenue and 43rd Avenue; widening to 6-lane urban
section from Calgary Avenue through 43rd Ave intersection.

Short

$15,185,000

$17,764,302

Regional

78i

State Street

43rd Avenue

Grade separation.

Short

$30,000,000

$35,095,757

Regional

81

43rd Avenue

State Street

26th Street

Construct 3-lane or 5-lane urban section.

Short

$10,000,000

$11,698,586

Urban

1

82

19th Street

North Valley Loop/Yucca Avenue

43rd Avenue

Reconstruct as 3-lane urban section.

Short

$1,380,000

$1,614,405

Urban

1

87

71st Avenue

Centennial Road

Intersection capacity improvement.

Short

$2,500,000

$2,924,646

Safety

TBD

State Street

Calgary Avenue

Shared use path.

Short

$1,000,000

$1,169,859

Regional

43rd Avenue

53
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Mid-Range Project List
ID

Location

Termini

Termini

Description

Phase

Cost

Year of Expenditure
[YOE]

Program

8

Boundary Road

32nd Avenue

Sunset Drive

Construct as 3-lane urban section.

Mid

$12,640,000

$20,237,047

Urban

9

32nd Avenue

I-94

Grade separation.

Mid

$15,000,000

$24,015,483

Urban

12

38th Street NW

Old Red Trail

Collins Avenue / ND 1806

Construct as 2-lane urban section.

Mid

$8,700,000

$13,928,980

Urban

13

Sunset Drive

Middle School

38th Street

Construct as 2-lane urban section.

Mid

$4,500,000

$7,204,645

Urban

14

8th Avenue NW

27th Street

38th Street

Construct as 2-lane urban section.

Mid

$6,000,000

$9,606,193

Urban

16

ND 1806

Old Red Trail

37th Street

Intersection capacity improvement, add turn lanes at key intersections. (Assume minor intersection improvements to match new 37th St section)

Mid

$2,711,000

$4,340,398

Regional (P&M)

17

27th Street N / Sunset Drive Intersection

Sunset Drive

Intersection capacity improvement.

Mid

$2,500,000

$4,002,581

Safety

20

Boundary Road

Sunset Drive

Signalize and stripe turn lanes on all approaches.

Mid

$350,000

$560,361

Safety

25

3rd Street

6th Avenue / ND1806

Restripe to include turn lanes or restripe to 3-lane section with center turn lane and no parking.

Mid

$57,000

$91,259

Safety

26

I-94

I-194

Additional westbound lane from I-94/I-194 to Main St/Exit 155.

Mid

$6,000,000

$9,606,193

Interstate

28

19th Street SE

ND 6

ND1806

Reconstruct as 3-lane urban section.

Mid

$14,400,000

$23,054,864

Urban

35

Bismarck Expressway

12th Street

Yegen Road

Implement 3/4 access control at 5 intersections and add right turn at Airport Road.

Mid

$500,000

$800,516

Regional (P&M)

39

66th Street

Lincoln Road

Northgate Drive

Widen from 2-lane to 3-section.

Mid

$5,480,000

$8,773,657

Urban

43

Apple Creek Road

Yegen Road

66th Street

Intersection capacity improvements at all intersections.

Mid

$5,000,000

$8,005,161

Urban

44

66th Street

Apple Creek

Highway 10/ Old Main Avenue

Widen from 2-lane to 3-section.

Mid

$4,040,000

$6,468,170

Urban

46

Main Avenue

Hay Creek Crossing

Structural replacement.

Mid

$500,000

$800,516

Regional (P&M)

53

4th Street

Boulevard Avenue

Divide Avenue

4th Street signal timing Improvements, stripe turn lanes at key intersections, potential new signal at Turnpike.

Mid

$278,500

$445,887

Safety

55

4th Street

Divide Avenue

Century Avenue

4th Street signal timing Improvements, stripe turn lanes at key intersections, potential new signal at Turnpike.

Mid

$303,000

$485,113

Safety

56

4th Street

Century Avenue

Montreal Street

4th Street signal timing Improvements, stripe turn lanes at key intersections, potential new signal at Turnpike.

Mid

$275,000

$440,284

Safety

60

Interstate Avenue

Country West Road

Country West Road

Construct as 2-lane urban section.

Mid

$1,140,000

$1,825,177

Urban

71

57th Avenue

Tyler Parkway

Crested Butte Road

Construct as 3-lane rural section.

Mid

$3,150,000

$5,043,251

Urban

72

57th Avenue

Crested Butte Road

Washington Street

Construct as 3-lane rural section.

Mid

$3,710,000

$5,939,830

Urban

73

57th Avenue

Washington Street

State Street

Construct as 3-lane rural section.

Mid

$7,000,000

$11,207,226

Urban

77

State Street

43rd Avenue

57th Avenue

Widen to 6-lanes from N of 43rd through 57th; intersection improvement at 57th.

Mid

$11,350,000

$18,171,716

Regional

79i

State Street

Interstate Boulevard

Grade separation.

Mid

$23,000,000

$36,823,741

Regional

80

State Street

I-94

Interchange reconstruction.

Mid

$21,000,000

$33,621,677

Interstate

84

19th Street

Skyline Boulevard

71st Avenue

Construct as 3-lane urban section.

Mid

$15,040,000

$24,079,525

Urban

85

26th Street

43rd Avenue

71st Avenue

Construct as 3-lane rural section.

Mid

$16,000,000

$25,616,515

Urban

89

Centennial Road

Jericho Road

43rd Avenue

Widen from 3-lane to 5-lane urban section.

Mid

$2,800,000

$4,482,890

Urban

91

52nd Street

Century Avenue

43rd Avenue

Reconstruct as 3-lane rural section.

Mid

$7,440,000

$11,911,680

Urban

92

Century Avenue

52nd Street

66th Street

Construct 3-lane urban section.

Mid

$9,040,000

$14,473,331

Urban

94

66th Street

Century Avenue

43rd Avenue

Reconstruct as 3-lane urban section.

Mid

$4,190,000

$6,708,325

Urban

95

43rd Avenue

52nd Street

66th Street

Widen from 2-lane to 3-lane or 5-lane urban section.

Mid

$8,000,000

$12,808,258

Urban

Memorial Highway

55
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Long-Range Project List
ID

Location

Termini

Termini

Description

Phase

Cost

Year of Expenditure
[YOE]

1

37th Street NW

ND 25

56th Avenue

Construct 2-lane urban section.

Long

$12,060,000

$24,431,347

2

37th Street NW

56th Avenue

ND 1806

Construct 3-lane urban section.

Long

$27,920,000

$56,560,797

3

56th Avenue

Old Red Trail

37th Street

Reconstruct as 3-lane urban section .

Long

$8,000,000

$16,206,532

Urban

4

56th Avenue NW

I-94

New interchange.

Long

$25,000,000

$50,645,413

Interstate

5

56th Avenue NW

I-94 Business Loop (Main Street)

Old Red Trail

Construct as 3-lane urban section.

Long

$19,280,000

$39,057,742

Urban

7

Boundary Road

56th Avenue / I-94 Interchange

32nd Avenue

Construct as 3-lane urban section.

Long

$13,200,000

$26,740,778

Urban

10

32nd Avenue W

I-94 Business Loop (Main Street)

Boundary Road (Future)

Construct as 2-lane urban section.

Long

$12,660,000

$25,646,837

Urban

11

31st Street

Lohstreter Road

Boundary Road (Future)

Construct as 2-lane urban section.

Long

$5,940,000

$12,033,350

Urban

15

Northern Bridge Corridor

38th Street (Mandan)

River Road

Construct as 2-lane rural section. Include new bridge across Heart River. Add signals at McKenzie Drive / Bismarck Expressway ramps and at McKenzie Drive / 40th Avenue.

Long

$62,450,000

$126,512,241

19

Sunset Drive

I-94

Interchange reconstruction.

Long

$25,000,000

$50,645,413

Interstate

24

Mandan Avenue

I-94

Interchange reconstruction.

Long

$25,000,000

$50,645,413

Interstate

29

McKenzie Road

ND 6

ND 1806

Construct as 2-lane rural section.

Long

$12,550,000

$25,423,997

Urban

36

12th Street

Burleigh Avenue

Santa Fe Avenue

Add turn lanes at Santa Fe Avenue and Burleigh Avenue.

Long

$1,000,000

$2,025,817

Safety

37

48th Avenue S

University Drive

66th Street

Construct 2-lane rural section and structure improvements at Apple Creek crossing.

Long

$19,800,000

$40,111,167

Urban

38

66th Street

48th Avenue S

Lincoln Road

Reconstruct as 2-lane urban section.

Long

$5,880,000

$11,911,801

Urban

40

Lincoln Road

Yegen Road / Airway Avenue

Intersection capacity improvement.

Long

$2,500,000

$5,064,541

Safety

41

Yegen Road

Lincoln Road

Add 6 new turn lanes in key locations.

Long

$1,500,000

$3,038,725

Safety

42

Apple Creek Road

Yegen Road

Intersection capacity improvement.

Long

$2,500,000

$5,064,541

Safety

47

66th Street

Highway 10 / Old Main Avenue

Century Avenue

Construct as 3-lane urban section (tied with project for interchange with I-94 at 66th Street).

Long

$19,920,000

$40,354,265

Urban

48

Divide Avenue

Bismarck Expressway

66th Street

Reconstruct as 3-lane urban section.

Long

$15,200,000

$30,792,411

Urban

51

Hamilton Street / Channel

Divide Avenue

Century Avenue

Construct as 2-lane urban section with grade separation.

Long

$20,940,000

$42,420,598

Urban

57

Tyler Parkway

Schafer Road

Burnt Board Drive

Intersection capacity improvement. Add turn lanes and include safety improvements.

Long

$750,000

$1,519,362

Urban

61

Burnt Boat Drive

River Road

Intersection capacity improvement.

Long

$2,500,000

$5,064,541

Urban

66

57th Avenue

River Road

Construct as 3-lane rural section.

Long

$10,220,000

$20,703,845

Urban

67

Burnt Creek Loop South (57th Avenue)

River Road

Intersection capacity improvement.

Long

$2,500,000

$5,064,541

Urban

68

Burnt Creek Loop North / River Road

ND 1804

Intersection capacity improvement.

Long

$2,500,000

$5,064,541

Regional

69

71st Avenue/ ND 1804

15th Street/Tyler Parkway

State Street

Widen from 2-lane to 4-lane section.

Long

$10,150,000

$20,562,038

Regional

70

Tyler Parkway

57th Avenue

ND 1804 / 71st Avenue

Construct as 3-lane urban section.

Long

$7,920,000

$16,044,467

Urban

74

71st Street

State Street

Intersection capacity improvement.

Long

$2,200,000

$4,456,796

Regional

74i

71st Street

State Street

Grade separation.

Long

$25,000,000

$50,645,413

Regional

75

State Street

57th Avenue

71st Avenue

Widen to 6-lanes from 57th Avenue to ND 1804/ 71st Avenue.

Long

$12,600,000

$25,525,288

Regional

76

57th Avenue

State Street

26th Street

Construct 3-lane urban section.

Long

$7,680,000

$15,558,271

Urban

83

Calgary Avenue

DMVW Railroad

Haycreek Road

Construct 2-lane urban section across DMVW RR with grade separation.

Long

$36,980,000

$74,914,695

Urban

86

71st Avenue

State Street

Centennial Road

Widen from 2-lane to 3-lane rural section.

Long

$7,280,000

$14,747,944

Urban

88

Centennial Road

43rd Avenue

71st Avenue

Widen from 2-lane to 3-lane rural section.

Long

$7,960,000

$16,125,499

Urban

90

Century Avenue

Centennial Road

52nd Street

Reconstruct as 5-lane urban section.

Long

$10,875,000

$22,030,755

Urban

93

I-94

66th Street

New interchange.

Long

$25,000,000

$50,645,413

Interstate

96

43rd Avenue

Roosevelt Drive

52nd Street

Widen from 2-lane to 3-lane urban section.

Long

$1,960,000

$3,970,600

Urban

97

66th Street

43rd Avenue

71st Avenue

Reconstruct/New Construct as a 3-lane urban section.

Long

$15,600,000

$31,602,738

Urban

98

71st Avenue

Centennial Road

66th Street

57

Long

$16,160,000

$32,737,195

Urban

Morrison Avenue

Tyler Parkway

Reconstruct as a 3-lane urban section.
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2045 Constrained Projects Network Level of Service
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EXHBIT D

BY-LAWS OF THE BISMARCK-MANDAN AREA
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
(Revised April 2020October 2015)

Formatted: Font color: Red, Strikethrough

ARTICLE I. Organization
These By-Laws shall regulate and govern the affairs of the Bismarck-Mandan Area Metropolitan
Planning Organization, hereinafter referred to as the “MPO”, organized pursuant to Title 23,
Section 134 Regulations, specifically part 450, 650 and 49 CFR part 613. The MPO shall
perform metropolitan and areawide planning for the geographic area comprised of the cities of
Bismarck, Mandan and Lincoln, and portions of the counties of Burleigh and Morton, hereinafter
referred to as the “Metropolitan Area”. The MPO shall also serve as a coordinating agency for
investigations and studies for improvement of transportation services in the Metropolitan Area;
shall disseminate information regarding comprehensive planning and proposals for improvement
of the Metropolitan Area, and; shall promote general public support for such plans and programs
as the Metropolitan Planning Organization Policy Board, hereinafter referred to as the “Policy
Board”, may endorse.
ARTICLE II. Declaration of Policy
1. The MPO finds and declares that the people within the Metropolitan Area have a
fundamental interest in the orderly development of the area.
2. The MPO further finds and declares:
a. That the members have an interest in the preparation and maintenance of a longrange transportation plan for the development of the area to serve as a guide to the
political subdivisions within the area;
b. That the continuing growth of the area presents problems that are not confined to
the boundaries of a single county or city;
c. That the area, by reason of its governmental jurisdictions, presents special
problems of development that can be dealt with most effectively by a
Metropolitan Planning Organization;
d. That the area is well-adapted to unified consideration, and;
e. That in order to assure, insofar as possible, the orderly and harmonious
development of the area, and to provide for the needs of future generations, it is
necessary for the people of the area to form a Metropolitan Planning Organization
to serve as a coordinating agency to harmonize the activities of federal, state and
local agencies, and to render assistance and create public interest and participation
in the development of the area.
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ARTICLE III. Functions
1. The MPO shall prepare and adopt and keep current a Metropolitan Transportation Plan
(MTP) and recommend policies for the development of the area. The Plan shall be based
on existing conditions and probable future growth and shall be made with the general
purpose of guiding a coordinated and harmonious development that will promote the
health, safety and general welfare of the inhabitants. The Plan shall also seek to promote
efficiency and economy in the process of land development and population distribution
so as to reduce the waste of resources; and it shall promote an efficient and economic
utilization and conservation of the means of production of food and water, of sanitary and
other facilities and of natural resources, and transportation.
2. The MPO shall be apprised of all local plans and projects that have areawide
implications.
3. The MPO shall act as the official areawide planning agency for the Metropolitan Area
and shall be designated as a consortium of governments for federal legislation dealing
with transportation, land use, and any other issue deemed appropriate by their respective
governing bodies and as the official Area Planning Organization as required by the
United States Department of Transportation.
ARTICLE IV. Membership
1. The Metropolitan Planning Organization Policy Board shall consist of officials of local
units of government and shall be allowed proportional voting representation as follows:
Member
President, Board of City
Commissioners

Entity
City of Bismarck

Votes
5

President, Board of City
Commissioners

City of Mandan

2

Mayor

City of Lincoln

1

Chair or designated member,
Board of County
Commissioners

Burleigh County (less
Bismarck and Lincoln)

2

Chair or designated member,
Board of County
Commissioners

Morton County (less
Mandan)

1

Director

North Dakota Department
of Transportation

0

TOTAL

11
2
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2. Voting representation shall be based on one vote per each fifteen thousand (15,000)
persons or part thereof. The population of each unit of government shall be determined
by the most recent official Census.
3. Policy Board members may choose alternates to serve in their place. It is preferred that
the alternates will be elected officials of their respective units of government, but may, at
the original Policy Board members discretion, be a non-elected official or staff member.
In either case, alternates shall have full voting rights in the absence of designated
members.
4. Advisory (non-voting) membership shall be extended to the Director of the North Dakota
Department of Transportation, or his/her designated alternate.
5. Terms of Office: All members shall hold office only during their respective terms of
office.
6. Officers: The officers shall consist of a Chair, Vice Chair, and Executive Director.
a. Chair - The Chair shall be a voting member of the MPO Policy Board and shall
preside at all meetings of the Policy Board for a term of two (2) years.
b. Vice Chair - The Vice Chair shall be a voting member of the MPO Policy Board
and shall exercise the functions of the Chair in his/her absence for a term of two
(2) years.
c. Executive Director - The Executive Director of the Metropolitan Planning
Organization shall exercise the functions of the authorized recording officer of the
Policy Board and shall be empowered to execute official instruments of the Policy
Board as authorized by the Board. The Principal Transportation Planner of the
MPO shall serve as Executive Director of the MPO.
ARTICLE V. Meetings
1. The Metropolitan Planning Organization Policy Board shall generally meet on a monthly
basis and shall fix a time and place for the meetings. Special meetings may be called or
regular meetings cancelled or re-scheduled at the discretion of the Chair or Executive
Director.
2. The Policy Board and Technical Advisory Committee shall keep records of all its
meetings. The MPO’s records shall be public records available for inspection by any
interested parties at reasonable times during regular office hours.
3. All MPO meetings shall be open to the public.
4. Quorum: A quorum for the transaction of the Policy Board business shall consist of at
least three (3) voting members representing at least six (6) votes.
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5. Rules of Order: Except as otherwise required by these By-Laws, the Rules of Order shall
be in accordance with the latest edition of ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER, REVISED.
ARTICLE VI. Powers and Duties
1. The MPO shall prepare, maintain, and regularly update the plans set forth below. In
preparation of the plans the Policy Board shall seek to harmonize the general plans of the
cities and counties within the area and plans and planning activities of the federal, state
and local agencies.
a. Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP)
The MPO Metropolitan Transportation Plan will serve as the basis for developing
the communities’ future transportation network. The MTP identifies and
prioritizes transportation related projects with implementation time frames
including short-range (0-5 years), medium-range (5-15 years), or long-range (15+
years). The MTP is updated on regular intervals and has a planning horizon of at
least twenty (20) years.
b. Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
The MPO shall prepare and submit annually a staged multi-year program of
transportation improvement projects in each city government unit. The TIP for
the Metropolitan Area lists all of the transportation improvement projects
proposed to be funded and constructed by Federal Highway Administration and
certain Federal Transit Administration programs during a four (4) year time
period.
c. Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP)
The MPO shall, biennially, annually prepare an annual Work Program for
allocation of PL funds. This allocation shall be based on a listing of tasks to be
accomplished by the MPO each year.
d. Multi-Jurisdictional Plans
The MPO shall review and act on all transportation projects affecting
Metropolitan Area multiple units of government in a substantial manner.
2. Adoption: Before adoption of a plan or any revision thereto, it may be referred to each
city and county planning commission for review with approval of the appropriate
governing body as deemed necessary by the Policy Board, and the Policy Board shall
allow a reasonable time for response. The MPO shall seek the cooperation and advice of
cities and counties, state and federal agencies, and organizations and others interested in
its functions. The Policy Board shall adopt plans and studies or portions thereof by
majority vote as identified in Article IV.
3. Certification of Plan: The Policy Board shall provide information related to adopted
plans and studies or portions thereof, to the legislative bodies and planning commissions
within the Metropolitan Area, to all public utilities affected by the plans and studies, and
4
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to any state or federal department or agency concerned with or affected by the plans on
request.
4. Other powers and duties of the MPO:
a. To conduct studies and research pertaining to planning and development and to
make recommendations based on these studies.
b. To provide, when possible, technical services to the member units of government.
c. To receive and dispense grants and funds from federal, state, or local governments
or from individuals and foundations within the budget established or amended by
the Policy Board.
d. To enter into agreements or contracts for any service necessary or convenient for
carrying out the purposes of the MPO.
ARTICLE VII. Technical Advisory Committee
Technical Advisory Committee - A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) of skilled and
experienced persons to study and report on matters related to any of the functions of the MPO is
hereby established. The TAC shall be composed of the following voting representatives:
Bismarck City Engineer; Mandan City Engineer; Burleigh County Engineer; Morton County
Engineer; Morton County Planner; the Director of the Bismarck Community Development
Department; a trucking or freight industry representative; a North Dakota Department of
Transportation MPO Coordinator; a representative for the City of Lincoln; Transit Director;
Mandan City Planner; a North Dakota Department of Transportation Bismarck District official;
Burleigh County Building Official/Director; and either the MPO Executive Director or an MPO
Transportation Planner, one of whom shall act as the TAC chair. Any member may have an
alternate serve in his/her place with full voting rights. A quorum will consist of eight (8) voting
members.
The purpose of the TAC is to discuss and coordinate technical transportation matters that are
under consideration by the MPO. Such matters may include highway, transit, auto/rail, bicycle,
and pedestrian planning activities. The TAC will act in an advisory capacity to the Policy Board
and the MPO’s respective jurisdictions concerning transportation activities.
ARTICLE VIII. Information Coordination
To facilitate the planning and development of the Metropolitan Area, all governing bodies,
planning agencies, and others within the area are requested to apprise the MPO of all public
plans, maps, reports, regulations and other documents as well as amendments and revisions
thereto, that are related to the activities of the MPO.
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ARTICLE IX. Financial Provisions
1. Every two (2) years, the Policy Board shall adopt by majority vote a proposed Unified
Planning Work Program (UPWP) for the operation of the MPO. The local matching
funds must be provided by respective units of government receiving grant funds as per
federal and state management requirements.
2. Audits and Records: Books, records and accounts shall be kept as prescribed by State
and Federal law. All vouchers shall be submitted to the MPO for approval and signed by
the Executive Director of the MPO. The vouchers shall then be submitted to the
Bismarck City Finance Department for processing per City of Bismarck standard
department protocol.
ARTICLE X. Adoption and Amendments
These By-Laws may be amended or new By-Laws adopted at any regular or special
meeting provided notice is given one meeting in advance and that such business is included on
the Policy Board’s agenda. It shall take a majority vote of the Policy Board’s voting
membership as identified in Article IV to amend or adopt these By-Laws.

Adopted this _________ day of ___________________,
by the Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization

___________________________________
Chair, Bismarck-Mandan MPO Policy Board

ATTEST:

___________________________________
Executive Director, Bismarck-Mandan MPO
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EXHIBIT E

Bismarck-Mandan Intersection Analysis Study (IAS)
Status Report #9
Reporting Period: February 2020
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:
 Summarized public comments from the first public input meeting.
 Began work on the Alternatives Assessment Phase of the study.
o Developed a cursory list of alternaitves to study at each of the 65
intersections and two link locations.
o Worked with Bismarck, Mandan and the MPO to review, edit or confirm
proposed alternatives.
o Begin concept analysis tasks.
PROJECTED ACTIVITY NEXT PERIOD
 Continue to work on the Alternatives Assessment Phase of the Study. Emphasis
in March will focus on operational and safety assessment of proposed concepts
and development of cursory cost estimates.
REQUIRED ACTION BY BMMPO:
 None in this reporting period.
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED:
 None in this reporting period.
SUMMARY OF PROJECT DECISIONS:
 None in this reporting period.
OUT OF SCOPE SERVICES:
 None in this reporting period.

KLJ Number 1913-00511
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MILESTONE SCHEDULE/COMMENTS:
MILESTONE
COMPLETION*

ACTIVITY

PERCENT
COMPLETE

ACTUAL
DATE

Steering Committee Meeting #1

July, 2019

100%

7/18/19

Phase 1 – Data Collection Report

October 2019

100%

10/28/19

Phase 2 – Macro‐Level Intersection Report

December, 2019

100%

12/4/19

Steering Committee Meeting #2

December 2019

100%

12/20/19

Public Input Meeting #1

January, 2020

100%

1/28/20

Phase 3 – Micro‐Level Intersection Report

May, 2020

20%

Steering Committee #3

May, 2020

0%

Public Input Meeting #2

May, 2020

0%

Phase 4 – Improvement Plan Development

August, 2020

0%

Steering Committee Meeting #4

August, 2020

0%

Phase 5 ‐ Playbooks

October, 2020

0%

Steering Committee Meeting #5

October, 2020

0%

Draft Report

November, 2020

0%

Oversight Agency Review
Final Report

December, 2020

0%

January, 2021

0%

Final Presentations (City Commission, MPO
TAC, MPO Policy Board)

January, 2021

0%

Estimated Total % Complete

January, 2021

45%

*Milestones updated with Amendment #1 on September 17th.
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